The statistics of the dilute limit of branched polymers in a good solvent are well described by the isotropic lattice animal problem. The related problem of directed branched polymers, or directed lattice animals, has recently received attention, in part due to (i) their anisotropic shape, which must be described by two independent diverging lengths (Redner and Yang 1982, Day and Lubensky 1982) , (ii) the possibility of an exact result for the directed site lattice animal (DSLA) problem on the twodimensional square and triangular lattices (Dhar er a1 1982, Nadal et a1 1982), and (iii) the intriguing fact that a field-theory formulation (Day and Lubensky 1982) of the directed polymer problem (with loops neglected) shows striking parallels with the ARBz branched polymer model near their respective upper marginal dimensions. For these reasons, it is desirable to obtain further information on both site and bond directed lattice animals for as many spatial dimensionalities as possible.
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Exact result.
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The generating functions G""" (K) and GMnd (K) were analysed for 2 < d < 8 using Although less reliable than direct analysis, an approximation to the growth parameter may be obtained by deriving expansions in the variable U -' , where U = 2d -1. t In particular, Pad6 analysis of the first and second derivatives of the series yield extremely accurate estimates of the critical parameters (particularly in low d ) . For higher dimensions alternative methods appear to be more reliable. There appears to be a systematic effect that the site series are better converged in low dimensions, while the bond series are better converged in higher dimensions. We calculated the coefficients in the directed bond problem using site counting, but found no improvement in the convergence. onto the Baxter hard-square-lattice gas with anisotropic second-neighbour interaction and negative fugacity (complex 'magnetic field').
